
What particle physics 
gives to technology 

Particle physics 
and industry 
Following a suggestion by 
CERN Director General Herwig 
Schopper, this special issue 
of the CERN Courier covers 
the growing interplay be
tween high energy physics 
and industrial high technolo
gy. Contributions from major 
Laboratories indicate the 
range of development part
nerships now underway, but 
are by no means exhaustive -
in particular work on cryoge
nics and superconductivity, 
on fast electronics, on photo-
electronics, on computers, on 
ultra high vacuum, on data 
communications, .... is push
ing ahead in parallel at several 
research centres, particularly 
at the major Laboratories 
such as CERN. 

Admiring the world's most ubiquitous parti
cle accelerator. The cathode ray tube was 
invented at the end of the 19th century to 
measure the charge and mass of the elec
tron. 

Pure research and current technolo
gy feed off each other. Technology 
operates within known limits, while 
pure research using this technology 
pushes back those limits, opening 
up in turn new technological do
mains to boost ongoing research, 
and so the cycle continues. How 
does an apparently arcane research 
field like particle physics contribute 
to this symbiosis? Particle physics 
studies phenomena which existed 
in the early seconds of the Uni
verse and which survive only in re
mote stellar conflagrations. It con
cerns miniscule particles and their 
fleeting interactions, remote f rom 
daily life. How come it has made 
important contributions to ad
vances in the ways we communi
cate, feed ourselves, cure our dis
eases, travel, manufacture goods, 
and so on? 

Fundamental impact 
on technology 

Profound influences on technologi
cal progress came in the early days 
of what is now called particle phy
sics. The vital discoveries of the el
ectron and of X-rays, turning 
points in the history of modern 
physics, themselves would not 
have been possible without the 
vacuum pumps and seals devel
oped and made available as indus
trial products at the end of the last 
century. From this work , in combi
nation wi th quantum theory, came 
the understanding of the electron 
cloud around the atom. This ex
plains the whole of chemistry, me
chanical properties, the phenomena 
of light emission and X-radiation, 
lasers and superconductivity, ... It 
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The angiography technique, using synchro
tron radiation X-rays with a suitable contrast 
medium, provides new scope for medical di
agnosis. 

opened the door, for example, to 
the dramatic advances in electron
ics, computing and communica
tions wi th the development of 
semiconductors. 

One of the discoverers of the 
transistor, Walter Brattain, wro te , 
'The transistor came about be
cause fundamental knowledge had 
developed to a stage where human 
fi inds could understand phenom
ena that had been observed for a 
long t ime. In the case of a device 
of such consequence to technolo
gy, it is noteworthy that a break
through came f rom work dedicated 
to the understanding of fundamen
tal physical phenomena, rather than 
the cut-and-try method of produc
ing a useful device.' 

The second wave of fundamen
tal technological impact f rom parti
cle physics came from the study of 
the nucleus at the heart of the 
atom. Exploitation of the trans
formation of mass into energy via 
fission and fusion (leading to reac
tors, nuclear weapons and the at
tempt to provide an everlasting en

ergy source wi th thermonuclear fu
sion) and radioactivity (leading to 
the use of isotopes in medicine, 
agriculture and industry), have had 
profound implications. 

It is too early to see the techno
logical impact of studying quarks. 
In general, man's imagination has 
proved to be hopelessly inadequate 
in estimating the practical value of 
today's discoveries for tomorrow. 
But increased knowledge about 
how matter behaves gives in
creased ability to manipulate that 
matter. It would be unwise to as
sume that understanding of the 
deepest level of the structure of 
matter will never be usable by 
mankind. To cite just one specula
tive technology involving particles 
- the muon, mysterious heavy re
plica of the electron, could play a 

catalytic role in nuclear fusion 
avoiding many of the complications 
of plasma or implosion techniques. 

These progressively deeper in
sights into the nature of matter are 
the most important contributions of 
particle physics to technology. 
They have extended man's knowl
edge of his environment and 
changed his thinking. 

Direct impact on technology 

There are also significant short-
term spin-offs f rom particle physics 
research. 

Accelerators and the handling of 
particle beams 

The demands of particle physics 
have driven the mastery of acceler
ation and storage of particle beams 

to extraordinary perfection. In the 
wake of such mastery, thousands 
of accelerators are built for routine 
use by operators who have little, if 
any, knowledge of particle physics. 
Although no longer worthy of the 
label, even a television set is a re
fined replica of one of the very first 
particle physics experiments - the 
measurements on the electron at 
the turn of the century. Less than 
1 % of the wor ld 's accelerators are 
used in the particle physics field 
where they were created and per
fected. The rest are used in med
ical applications and commercial 
processes involving markets of 
tens of billions of dollars. 

Over thirty centres throughout 
the wor ld now operate electron or 
positron storage rings as sources 
of synchrotron (electromagnetic) 
radiation, and more are being built. 
Providing beams millions of t imes 
more intense than were available 
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P E A R S O N 
Wide Band, Precision 
C U R R E N T 
M O N I T O R 
With a Pearson current monitor and an 
oscilloscope, you can measure pulse or 
ac currents from milliamperes to kilo-
amperes, in any conductor or beam of 
charged particles, including those at 
very high voltage levels. 

This monitor is physically isolated from 
the circuit. It is a terminated current 
transformer whose output voltage pre
cisely follows the current amplitude and 
waveshape. Atypical model gives an 
amplitude accuracy of + 1 %, - 0%, 20 
nanosecond rise time, droop of 0.5% 
per millisecond, and a 3 db bandwidth 
of 1 Hz to 35 MHz. Other models fea
ture 2 nanosecond rise time, or a droop 
as low as 1 % per second. 

Whether you wish to measure current 
in a conductor, an electron device, or a 
particle accelerator, it is likely that one 
of our off-the-shelf models (ranging 
from 1 / 2" to 103/*" ID) will do the job. We 
also provide custom designs to meet 
individual specifications. 

Contact us and we will send you 
engineering data. 

ABE 
ALPHA-BETA 
ELECTRONICS AG 

Postfach 
8038 Zurich 

Telephone 01/481 70 70 
Telefax 01/482 30 32 

Burton Corblin 
Nembranhompressoren 
sind problemlos 

Das hermet ische 
System verdichtet 
olfrei alle Gase bis 
2500 bar und halt die 
Gase und Umwelt 
rein. 
Lieferbar in vielen Bauarten und Leistungsstufen, vom 
Laborgerat b iszum 100 kW-Kom p r e s s o r - a u c h a lsTrocken-
laufer mit Mem bran-Endstufe und als Kompletteinheit . 
Sie entsprechen alien Abnahmevorschr i f ten. 

H E R B E R T O T T A G 
Missionsstrasse 22, Postfach, CH-4003 Basel 
Telefon 061 / 25 98 00, Telex 964 562 (hoc) 

T H E V E N E T C L E R J O U N I E 

TRANSITION JUNCTIONS Whtf 
FOR CRYOGENIC, VACUUM, NUCLEAR AND SPACE APPLICATIONS 

THEY HAVE THE 
SAME MECHANICAL 
CHARACTERISTICS 
AS THE ALUMINUM 
TUBE A N D CAN ALSO 
BE FABRICATED 
TO ANY MATERIAL 
SPECIFICATIONS 

TOTALLY RELIABLE BIMETALIC 

TRANSITION JUNCTIONS 

FOR TUBULAR ASSEMBLIES 

UP TO 0 600 MM (24") 

10~9 atm. cm 3 . S" 

10 M Pa 

0 to 573 K 

UNDER RADIATION 

* COMMISSARIAT A L'ENERGIE ATOMIQUE 
C A L L O R W R I T E F O R D O C U M E N T A T I O N 

THEVENET CLERJOUNIE - DEPARTEMENT JONCTIONS TC 
CONTACT: M. ARMAND PI NET, CONSULTING ENGINEER 
22, AVENUE FRANKLIN-ROOSEVELT • 69517 VAULX-EN-VELIN 
CEDEX FRANCE • TELEPHONE: (7) 849.54.64 • TELEX380544F 
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Superconducting cable of the type pioneer
ing at the UK Rutherford Laboratory ('Ruther 
ford cable') is now produced by industry. 

twenty years ago, they are used in 
research in solid state physics, 
chemistry, biology, medicine, ... 
They have potential in mass scan
ning for heart disease, and are 
starting to be used commercially in 
the production of new semiconduc
tor chips with circuit elements 
packed 100 to a 1000 times more 
densely, promising faster, more 
powerful , and cheaper computers 
(see page 24). 

Free electron lasers use acceler
ator techniques to produce un
dreamed of intensities of radiation. 
They are under development as re
search instruments for similar pur
poses as the synchrotron radiation 
sources, and as heat sources for 
thermonuclear plasmas. 

Accelerators are used to pro
duce radioisotopes for use in med
ical diagnosis. Several types of ac
celerated particle beams are also 
used in diagnosis (X-rays), and 
treatment (radiotherapy), where el
ectrons and electron-generated 
gamma rays, neutrons, protons, 
pions and heavy ions have been 
xploi ted for their different biologi

cal effects. 
The use of accelerators to im

plant ions in the production of inte
grated circuit chips is now a big 
market. The implantation process 
is also used in the production of al
loys involving traces of rare metals. 

Accelerated particle beams are 
used in food processing, killing 
bacteria to prolong shelf-life. Such 
radiation is also used to improve 
the mechanical properties of mater
ials like plastics. 

A comparatively new application 
of accelerator technology is in dat
ing materials by measuring their ra
dioisotope content. This has uses 
in archaeology (the Turin shroud), 
energy physics, geology, astrophy
sics, oceanography and climatolo
gy. Mass spectrography of acceler

ated ions needs only tiny samples 
(milligrams rather than the grams 
used in conventional radiocarbon 
dating). 

Superconductivity 
Many accelerator technologies 

rely on superconductivity. The 
needs of particle physics for high 
field magnets to guide high energy 
beams and for large energy-effi
cient magnets for detectors has 
been a driving force in the super
conductivity industry in recent de
cades. Among the major techno
logical contributions are the inven
tion of twisted fine-filament super
conductor, allowing pulsed opera
tion of superconducting wire, and 
the mastery of superconducting ra-
diofrequency cavities. 

Wi th powerful superconducting 
magnets available, the nuclear 
magnetic resonance technique, it
self a particle physics spinoff, has 
become a major tool of modern 
medicine. In addition to improved 
diagnosis, the pinpointing of 
tumours by NMR tomography also 
permits precision treatment by par

ticle beams. NMR is also being 
used increasingly in biological re
search for 'non-invasive' studies of 
metabolisms. 

As well as in nuclear magnetic 
resonance, superconducting mag
nets have applications, or potential 
applications, in thermonuclear fu
sion, mineral separation, coal purifi
cation, high speed trains, energy 
storage, and power generators. Su
perconducting cable could be used 
in energy transmission, and super
conducting coils for energy stor
age. Superconducting radiofrequen-
cy cavities have applications in free 
electron lasers, and medical linear 
accelerators. 

Particle detectors 

There are also many applications 
of the particle detection techniques 
developed in particle physics. Re
searchers need to measure parti
cles in t ime and space, handling 
large volumes of data at very high 
speeds. 

From early Geiger counters and 
scintillation counters to their mod-
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A positron camera developed at CERN being 
used for tomographic imaging at a Geneva 
hospital. 

(Photo CERN 419.2.82) 

ern equivalents, particle counters 
have been important in radiation 
detection and intensity measure
ment. They told the wor ld about 
Chernobyl. Scintillators are now 
manufactured for use in the oil, 
food , steel, coal, medical and de
fence industries. A serendipitous 
result of the development of mir
rors to concentrate the weak Cher-

nkov radiation f rom particles has 
been the use of this form of mirror 
to make inexpensive non-steerable 
collectors to concentrate sunlight. 

The invention of multiwire pro
portional chambers and drift cham
bers has led to applications particu
larly in the medical field. Their high
er resolution has made them an im
portant tool for medical diagnos
tics, usually reducing the required 
radiation dose by a factor of ten or 
more. A technique of electron-posi
tron detection for body scans is 
now being marketed commercially. 
Wi th accurate location of tumours, 
particle beams can be precision 
guided to their target. 

From the days of bubble cham-
er physics came the techniques of 

computerized scanning and meas
urement of tracks on f i lm, which 
has been described as providing 
the computer wi th an eye. These 
techniques are now in commercial 
use in automated map reading and 
map production, biological cell re
cognition in specimen analysis and 
monitoring of industrial processes 
(such as detection of defects in 
welds or production line control). 

The need to collect a lot of data 
fast and the subsequent large 
volume 'number-crunching' have 
had a major impact on the electron
ics and computer industries. Parti
cle physics has always played a 
leading role in establishing widely 
accepted standards (such as NIM, 
CAMAC and FASTBUS) which has 
helped industry and kept prices 

down. Data communications, espe
cially using computer networks, is 
another field where the science has 
influenced development work. 

Some feeling for the scale of the 
markets for these spinoff techno
logies come from US 'ball-park' f ig
ures pulled together by Leon Leder-
man and Dick Carrigan for a Fermi-
lab Industrial Affiliates Roundtable 
on Research Technology for the 
21st Century. In dollars, wi th some 
inevitable double counting across 
the selected categories, transistors 
account for nearly 10 billion in elec
tronic systems sold for 144 bil l ion; 
laser sales are at half a billion and 
growing fast ; summing the reve
nues of the largest computer com
panies gives over 100 bil l ion; tele
vision sales and television-station 
revenues totalled over 50 bil l ion; 
revenue from nuclear power plants 
corresponds to 24 bil l ion; biotech-
nological products are at a fifth of a 

billion and expected to grow rapid
ly-

Impact from working with industry 

The contracts placed by particle 
physics in industry frequently have 
significant results. The construction 
and operation of complex but ne
cessarily highly reliable accelerators 
and particle detectors to rigorous 
specifications very often push back 
the frontiers of technology. 

The most detailed analysis of 
this impact has been made at 
CERN, in t w o detailed surveys of 
European industry, in 1975 and 
1984. In 1975, industry estimated 
that for every Swiss franc spent by 
CERN in the initial contract, on 
average about 3.5 francs of addi
tional business elsewhere fol lowed 
for the f i rm. 

The second survey, using more 
data and more sophisticated statis-
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CERN 

tlcal techniques, essentially con
firmed that the high technology 
'economic utility' generated by 
working wi th CERN is wor th three 
times the initial contract. The areas 
investigated were electronics and 
computers, electrical equipment, 
vacuum and cryogenics, steel and 
welding, and precision mechanics. 

The impact is felt in various 
ways - quality improvements, in
creased productivity, generation of 
new products, 'launching pad' ef
fects assuring sufficient production 
to merit investment, 'shop win
dow ' benefits of a higher reputa
t ion, inter-company collaboration 
wi th reduced costs, internal reor
ganization, etc. 

Over the years the efforts at CERN 
to stimulate exchange of techno
logical information with industry 
have steadily gained momentum. A 
'Meeting on technology arising 
f rom high energy physics' was held 
in April 1974. Over 300 partici
pants f rom industry, other research 
centres and universities heard three 
days of review talks on advanced 
technology and were able to see 
over 250 exhibits of equipment 
and the techniques emerging f rom 
the European particle physics pro
gramme. The talks and technical 
leaflets on all the exhibits were 
published. 

A Technology Exhibition was 
also set up for CERN's 25th anni

versary celebrations in 1979. 600 
square metres of exhibition space 
were divided into displays of mag
net, vacuum, computer and data 
handling, survey and alignment, 
radiation protection, beam monitor
ing, detector, and workshop tech
niques. 

Round-table discussions with na
tional industry are regularly organ
ized in parallel wi th exhibitions of 
CERN's work in the Member 
States. 

A 'Committee for Relations wi th 
Industry' was set up in 1985. It 
studied CERN's technical activities, 
the division of work between CERN 
and industry, possibilities for in
creased collaboration wi th industry, 

CERN's 27-kilometre LEP electron-positron 
collider and its four big experiments now be
ing assembled called for special contribu
tions from industry. 

(Photo CERN 128.9.88) 
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